PAINTED WARRIORS
“MOTHER EARTH
IS OUR GREATEST TEACHER”

WELCOME TO OUR WORLD!
Located on 82 acres in the foothills of the Rocky mountains one hour from Calgary Alberta
Learning from the resources that are out our back door
NATURAL LESSONS FROM THE LAND
As gatherers, the Metis understood the natural resources and how critical they were for our survival.
Lessons from the land show us an intricate balance and connection.
Rediscover our senses
The Metis were explorers and relied on knowing the lay of the land and how to read nature to navigate.
A natural supplies of medicines
A winter supply of medication
The land gives us Shelter
Traditional skills are now called survival skills
The Metis were skilled hunters
Expert Horseman!
Flower Beadwork people, the métis produced beautiful beaded patterns
We operate Year Round
Come and explore with us!
Tim Mearns/Tracey Klett
tracey.paintedwarriors@gmail.com
403 637 9138
paintedwarriors.ca